Road Damaging Effects of Dynamic Axle Loads
D. Cebonl
INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT

1.

A number of criteria and associated statistical
analysis procedures are proposed for relating the
dynamic wheel forces generated by heavy vehicles
to road surface damage. The criteria are evaluated
in the time domain and therefore require time
histories of the dynamiC forces generated by all
axles of a vehicle. Also required for some of the
criteria is the calculation of transient stresses and
strains in road structure during the passage of a
vehicle. A method for performin.g this calculation
is described. The criteria may be used for evaluating the road damaging effects of simulated or
measured wheelforces. In this paper. wheelforces
generated by the linked tandem axles of a semitrailer are Simulated and an examination is made
of the effects of vehicle speed and road roughness
on road damage.

In recent years, considerable research effort has
been concentrated on the measurement and
prediction of dynamic wheel loads. An equivalent
effort has been concentrated on static analysis of
road structures and their failure mechanisms.
Very few investigators have examined the relationships between dynamic wheel loads of heavy
vehicles and road surface deterioration. Th e
pr:lmruy aim of dynamic road loading legislation is
minlmisation of road surface damage so it is essential that these relationships be understood.
Only then can road-damage-related vehicle
suspension design controls be introduced.

The results indicate that for vehicles operating on
stationruy random road surfaces typical of highways, road surface damage generally increases
steadily with speed. Furthermore, there exist certain speeds at which pitch coupling between axles
results in a Significant increase in the damage
incurred at particular points along the road. For
the vehicle examined in this study. the coupling is
provided by lightly damped pitching of the load
levelling arrangement and the "critical" speeds are
found to be approximately 9 m/s and 27 m/so On
smooth roads at high speeds, the increase in
dynamiC wheel loads with speed is outweighed by
the decrease in road surface response. The net
effect is a reduction in fatigue damage for speeds
greater than 30 m/so
It is concluded that the dynamic component of
wheel forces may reduce Significantly the service
lives of road surfaces which are prone to fatigue
failure. In particular the damage done to approximately five percent of the road surface area
during the passage of a vehicle at typical highway
speeds may be increased by as much as a factor
offour.
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The aims of this article are to establish some road
damage criteria and statistical analysis methods
suitable for investigating these relationships and
to perform a preliminary examination of the road
damaging effects of the tyre forces generated by a
simple representative semi-trailer vehicle model.

2.

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION
OF ROAD DAMAGE DUE TO
DYNAMIC AXLE LOADS

2.1

DYNAMIC FORCE CRITERIA
USED BY PREVIOUS WORKERS

There is no apparent consensus of opinion in the
literature regarding the most appropriate criteria
for evaluating the road damaging effects of
dynamic tyre forces. Many characteristics of these
forces have been measured or calculated in previous studies (see (I) for a more detailed discussion of this literature):
(1)

Transfer functions between road roughness
and tyre forces (2-5)

(il)

Spectral denSities (5-12)

(ill)

RMS values (of ~n normalised by static axle
loads) (5-10,12-15)
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(Iv) Fourth power weighted RMS values

K

"" Constant

(6,10,14, 15)

(v)

Transient values (due to discrete surface irregularities) (3,4.11 ,16-20)

(vi)

Probability distributions {5.S,lO, 11,13.20)

(vii}

Percentage of road au bjected to forces lying
intervals (20)

in given

(,,'ill} Dynamic load sharing between linked axles

(6,10.14)
Ux)

Longitudinal contact forces (2,11)

(x)

Ground motion near to road {due to surface
waves) (17,19)

(xi}

Vertical subgrade pressure below a discrete
surface irregularity (21).

Very few workers have considered the relationships between fluctuating wheel loads and road
surface damage. One notable exception is Savage
(22) who postulated that cracking at the
"downstream" end of concrete pavement slabs
(near joints) is due to transient tensile stresses
caused by the sudden release of load as an axle
passes onto the next: slab.

The most important recent contribution was made
by Sweatman UO.14) who used a hub-mounted
wheel force transducer to measure the dynamic
loads generated by one wheel on each of9 different
(Australian) commercial vehicles. Tests were perfonned for a range of speeds. tyre pressures and
road surfaces. Assuming that the wheel forces
followed a Gaussian distribution and using the
"fourth power law" 1 for road damage, he calculated
the "road stress factor':

Sweatman defined the dynamic road stress factor
by u = qJ/ K P 1 and suggested that this factor
should account for the damaging effects of the
dynamic component of the wheel loads. For typical
highway conditions of roughness and speed, this
factor was found to vary between 1.11 and 1.46,
dependL'"1g on the suspension system (10) .
Recognising the importance of the relatively few,
very large wheel forces. Sweatrnan also calculated
the stress factor associated with the 95th percentile forces:
q,95::: (1

+ 1.6455)4

This factor was found to vary between 2.21 and
4.37 for the highway operating conditions of his
experiment.
Sweatman also examined the average d}'''l1amic
load sharing between axles:
LSe :::.: Load Sharing Coefficient

:0:

2nZ/Mg

n :::: number of axles in group
Z :::

mean wheel force

Mg ::: total axle group static load.
Up to 21 % deviation from perfect load s..i-.tanng
(LSC=O.79) was displayed by one tandem suspension system but most suspensions deviated by less
than 10%.
Ervin et al (6) perfonned s:!milar tests in the USA

and obtained qualitative agreement with
Sweatman's results 2 .
Two important factors have been overlooked by
these studies:

s

::: Dynamic load coefficient::: a/Ps
== Standard deviation of wheel load

(i)

The "fourth power law" used :in Sweatman's
analysis (lO,14) was developed on the basiS
of the static axle weights of the vehicles in the
AASHO test (23). It refers to global detertoraHon of the road sUIface rather than local
failure and so it cannot Simply be extended

Ps

::: Mean axle load

1

The "fourth power law" sterns from the MSHO road test (1958-60) (23) from which it was

concluded that the decrease in "pavement serviceability" caused by a heavy vehicle axle could be
related to the fourth power of its static load. A static load oPo Is assumed to be equivalent to a 4
applications of the standard wheel load Po.
2
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It was not possible for the American test conditions to match exactly those of the Australian study.

to the evaluation of dynamic wheel forces.
Also the general validity of the "fourth power
law" is questionable; this is discussed ID
detail in (1).
(U)

Dynamic forces are applied to the road surface by all wheels of a vehicle. A point on the
road surface along a wheel path will experience an impulse due to each passing
wheel and the total damage done by the
vehicle at that point will depend on the accumulated damage due to each wheel load.
The peak. loads (which inflict most damage)
will result from specific road roughness features and therefore will occur repeatedly in
the same general locations on the pavement
(in the vicinity of the roughness feature) (6).
It may be expected that road surface degradation caused by wheel loads would start at
these locations. It is necessary therefore to
examine the damage incurred at specific
pOints along the road and it is of doubtful
benefit to examine wheel force statistics such
as peak or RMS values of a Single axle, or the
average dynamic load sharing between axles.

There is clearly a need for some criteria which
relate dynamiC forces to damage at particular
pOints along the road surface. These criteria
should take into consideration the mechanisms of
failure of typical road structures.
2. 2

FAILURE MECHANISMS OF

ROAD STRUCTURES

Road structures may be classified as flexible. compOSite or rigid. A flexible pavement consists of one
or more layers of flexible (bituminous) material
supported by a granular subgrade. Composite
pavements consist of a flexible surface layer supported by a stiff (concrete) base and rigid road
surfaces consist of a layer of concrete on a
granular foundation. Rigid pavements may be fur~
ther classified according to their arrangement of
steel reinforcement andjoints.
Each of these road types has a number of characteristic failure mechanisms. According to Hauhut,
Roberts and Kennedy (24,25). the most important
of these are 1:
(i)

Fatigue cracking for all types of pavements

(ill

Permanent defonnation (longltudIDalruttLt'lg)
for flexible and composite pavements

1

The terminology used here is defined in (25).

(ill)

Reduced skid reSistance for flexible and composite pavements

(Iv)

Low temperature cracking for flexible pavements

(VI

Reflection cracking for composite pavements

(vi)

Faulting, spalling, low temperature and
shrinkage cracking, blow ups. punchouts
and steel rupture for rigid pavements.
dependlng on their structural category.

Each failure mechanism is affected by many factors including the roadway design and construction methods. the material properties of each
constituent layer (these are generally discon~
tinuous, nonlinear and anisotropic). the traffic
loading and the environmental conditions
throughout the service life (25).
2.3

FAILURE CRITERIA FOR FLEXIBLE
PAVEMENT ANALYSIS

Current practice in many countries is to design
flexible road structures for reSistance to failure by
fatigue and rutting {26). Elastic or viscoelastic
layer theory or finite element methods are used to
calculate stresses and strains in the road due to a
static, standard wheel load (usually 40kI\T). The
"fourth power law" is used frequently to estimate
the expected number of standard wheel loads (in
mixed traffic) durl.ng the service life. Experimental
fatigue and permanent deformation characteristics of the road materials (27) are used in
conjunction with one or more of the following
design criteria to determine pavement layer thicknesses.
(iJ

Rutting: Subgrade compressive stress or

strain. vertical surface deflection
(ti}

Fatigue: Horizontal tensile stress or strain2 ,
volumeLrtc strain., shear strain and shear
stress.

Although conSiderable research effort has been
concentrated on prediction of pavement failure.
agreement between theory and experiment is often
unsatisfactory. There are numerous complicating
factors including "healing" of bituminous
materials in rest periods between load pulses
(28.29), the distribution of wheel paths across the
road (26.28)' extreme sensitivity of material
properties to climatic conditions particularly
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temperature [26-28,30-32). inaccuracy of the
"fourth power law", inadequacies of pavement
structural models and the variable nature of the
applied loads. Thrower (28) summarised the difficulties:
'The conventional methods adopted to assess
the risk oJJatiguejailure inflexible pavements
are unsatisjactory in many respects; they are
conceptually vague, the laboratory experimental data are inadequate to define an appropriate criterion untquely. and the

mechanism ojpavementjattgu.ejailure postulated is not adeq!.!J11ely supported by road
experience in Britain. In their basic jorm, the
models generally yield. gross underestfmates

ofthejattgue life ojtypicalpavements .... "
It is in this context of uncertain roadway design
practice that criteria for evaluating dynamic wheel

loads must be established.

2.4

Na :: Number of axles
Ns :::: Total number of stations along wheel path.

We expect {F'k} to be a Gausslan random variable,
since the individual axle loads are Gaussian In
practice (10,12). {Fk} should have a mean value
equal to the gross vehicle weight and a variance
dependent on the dynamics and speed of the
vehicle, the coupling and spacing of its axles and
the road roughness.

2.4.2 Fatigue Weighted Stress Criterion
a first approx:l.mation, we assume that the
maximum damaging stress in the flexible surface
layer of a road structure is proportional to the
average compressive stress in the tyre contact
area. Stress-related fatigue characteristics have
been measured, under conditions of fluctuating
force, for bituminOUS materials (33) and cement
treated materials (34). Exponential relations ofthe
form

As

FOUR ROAD-DAMAGE-REJ..A.TED
CRITERIA FOR ASSESSING
DYNAMIC WHEEL LOADS

(2)

In order to quantify the effects of fluctuating wheel
loads on pavement deterioration it is necessary to

examine the accumulated damage due to all axles

of a passing vehicle at specif1c points on the road
swface. Loss of serviceability Will be governed by
a small proportion of locations at which large
damage occurs.
The procedure adopted in this study was to divide
the road surface along each wheel path into a
number of equal segments. The segments were
sufficiently short to enable the resolution of peak
forces at the highest frequency of interest. The
accumulated damage at each station due to the
passage of a vehicle was calculated by one of
crIteria described below.

have been reported (kl and nl are mixed constants, O't = stress amplitude, N =cycles to failure).
III takes values between 2.5 and 8.1 for asphalts
(33).
Using Miner's hypothesis for the accumulation of
fatigue damage (27-29), we may esttrnate a quantity related to the proportion of the total fatigue life
used at station k due to the passage of the vehicle:
Na

LJk= 100

road surface be Pjk. The Aggregate Force at station
k (Fk) is defined by

(%) k= 1,2,3 ... Ns

(3)

where. from (2),

2.4.1. Aggregate Force Criterion
Let the force applied by wheel j to station k on the

L (lINjk)

j= 1

Aj

= nominal contact area oj tyre J.

A point on the road is considered to have reached
the end of its useful life when Lak reaches 100%.

No.

Fk=Lljk k=1,2,S ... Ns
j=l

2
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(1)

Typical values ofkl and n 1 were obtained from (33}
for bituminous concrete With 5.7% (by mass) asphalt binder.

Elastic layer and finite element calculations generally indicate that maximum tensile strains occur
at the bottom of the flexible surface layer on the axis of the load. implying upwards propagation of
cracks. Thrower (28) noted that this failure mechanism is not well supported by observations of core
samples taken from roads in Britain, where cracks almost invariably originate at the top swface and
extend downwards.

kl

= 2.8 x 10 19 ,

where Nijk IS given by (4) and et is calculated from
a theoretical roadway model.

rH:::: 4.8

{loW will be a random variable, however the exponential form of the fatigue relation (2} will result
in a skewed probability distribution which will no
longer be Gaussian,
The criteria discussed in the two preceding paragraphs grossly oversimplify the relationship between the applied loads and damage to the road
structure. Using the method described in Section
3 it is possible to calculate the transient stresses,
strains and deflections at a point in the road
structure as a vehicle passes by. This method may
be used to evaluate the stresses and strains
needed for the more realistic road damage criteria
described in the next two paragraphs.
2.4.3 Tensile Strain Fatigue Criterion
The most popular criterion (cited in the road
damage literature) for estimating the fatigue life of
flexible pavements is the tensile st..rain at the
bottom of the asphalt surface layer. Relations
between the amplitude of applied tensile stram (et)
and number of cycles to failure (N) of asphalt
laboratory specimens have been shown to take the
form (26-29,33,35)
(4)

k2 and n2 are mix constants. n2 may vary between
1.9 and 5.5 (27.33,35) The mix parameters used
in this study correspond to a typical UK rolled
asphalt wearing course with 7.9% binder (by
mass) (27).

2.4.4 Penrument Deform.atlon Criterion
Assuming that permanent deformation ofthe road
surface is related to the magnitude of the applied
loads we might anticIpate some variation in rut
depth along a road due to fluctuating wheel forces.
In the calculations used in this study the subgrade
compressive stress history O'ek at stations along
the road was used to esti."'Date the local increase
in permanent deformation due to the passage of a
vehicle.
Majidzadeh et al {37} showed that the permanent
strain (ep) of asphalt specimens after N cycles may
be estimated (for a wide range of asphalt mixes)
from the applied stress (CJc) and the effective
modulus (E") according to
(6)

k3

= 3.6

ns

:: 1.08

rn

:: 0.13 - 0.27

E* depends on the rate of loadiP.g.
Peatiie (26) and Van de Loo (38) used ns = 1
thereby assuming that permanent strain is
proportional to the average strain in the asphalt
layer. The permanent deformation at station k on
a layer of thickness d due to a single stress pulse
of magnitude (J ejk may be estimated from
(7)

Followi.ng the same approach as in Section 2.4.2,
we may estimate the proportion of the total fatigue
life used at station k (kw as a result of the strain
history caused by the passing vehicle. In this case,
however, the "bow wave" and "wake"which accompany a moving load on the road surface
(6.15,30,32.36) result in three positive tensile
strain peaks (i=1.2,3) associated with each wheel.

The total increase in permanent deformation 1 at
station k may be calculated according to
Nil.
b:.pk=

~

<)pjk

k= 1, 2,3 ... Ns

(8)

J,d

where O'c is calculated for the roadway model.
Na

3

L I.

Lek= 100
(lINgid (Ok) k= 1.2,3,.. N s (5)
J= it"" 1

1

2.5

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

In the previous section. it was noted that peak
wheel forces and hence most roadway deteriora~

It should be noted Hmt this calculation does not account for permanent deformation in the subgrade, which is expected to contribute up to 46% of the total deformation of UK roads and up to
68% for US conditions (26). A more elaborate roadway model than the one used in this study is
needed to enable the calculation ofpennanent strains in each pavement layer.
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tion may be expected to occur in the vicinity of
specific road roughness features. We may postu~
late that the road surface would become u:nserviceable when a small proportion of its total
surface area (say 1% to 5%) became seriously
damaged. The damage incurred at this small
proportion of points durtng the passage of a particular vehicle may be determined from the
cumulative probability density function of the
road damage measure aftnterest. For example, 5%
of the surface area of the road (along the wheel
tracks) is subjected to aggregate force levels
greater than the 95th percentile aggregate force.

3.

MODELLING ROADWAY
RESPONSE

Evaluation of the two crtterta discussed in Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4 requires a mathematical
model of the dynamic response of the road structure to a set of randomly fluctuating forces, moviP..g
along its surface.
Many models have been used for the analysis of
the dynamic response of roads (39). They fall into
two main categories:
(i)

(ti)

A beam or plate supported by massless
springs {Wmkler foundation} {40-44} or supported by a halfspaceJ40,4l). The WinkleI'
foundation may be modified to include the
effects ofmertia (45,46).
A structure comprising one or more layers of

elastic orvisCoelasUc material (39,41,47-50).

P (x.!J.t) = P (x,y )

e fmr

[9i

and consider separable steady state solutions of
the equations of motion of the system which take
the form
(to)

where <i> [x,y.z,t) is the response of interest (stress,
strain, displacement, etc.) and R::: xl. + Ul .... zk is
the pOSition vector of a measu:r:tng point from -the
load.
The transfer function H(R, ro ) is given by
H (B,c.o) =

~

<B ,ID )1 P (x,y)

{ll}

This may be determined from the equation of

motion of the system by Laplace or Fourier transform techniques (see for example (1,42)).
3.1.2 Impulse Response

The response hA (t) ::: h(&. t) of the system at point
A to a unit impulse applied at B:= 0, is given by
the Fourter transfonn relationship

hA (t) == (11211: )

r--

H

<BA, ro)

efmtd (j)

tl2}

In practice this can be calculated approximately
by the one dimensional inverse dlscrete Founer
transform (IDF1]
N- l

hA (t;:

rM)

= (1/ Nb.t) L H(,BA,

Wk) efl.1tkrIN

k=O

The models vary in complexity according to the
nature of the layers (elastic, damped elastic, viscoelastic) and the surface loading (moving. constant. harmonic .. ). However, very few layered
models include the effect of moving loads and
none, the effects of moving loads and viscoelasHefty (39). The literature in this field has been
reviewed extensively by Hunt (39). This will not be
repeated here.
3.1

CALCULATION OF THE TIME DOMAIN
RESPONSE OF A SEMI-INFINITE,
LINEAR CONTINUOUS SYSTEM TO
MOVING RANDOM LOADS

3.1.1 Transfer Function

Constder a stationary load p[x,y,t) on the surface
=O} of a semHnfinfte linear system. We assume
a hannonic input at angular frequency c.o
(z
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where

f=

0. 1,2 ... (N-l)

(I 3)

ro k ::;; 2nk/NM
At

== time increment

N/2 ::: Number of frequency intervals
at which H (RA., (j) ) is sampled.
The !nIT (13) will produce a faithful representation of the true impulse response providing
A t is sufficiently small so that H (&, Cl) = 1tIAt}-? 0.
The accuracy can be improved by multiplytug
H(&, c.o) by a data window W ((j»), where W (co) -7 0
when (j) -7 rJt.t ::: 1 when co :: O.
The result will be the true impulse response function convolved with the Fourier transform ofW(ro).
A Gaussian data window is particularly suited to

this purpose {51}, and was used in the sample
calculation in this study.

where E. (t) :::: e. - V{f
and t hi is n.egUgtble for e 2::

S.l.S T@tai Time Dom.am ReSpOfltOO
at a Fmed Pomt

In order to perform this calculation by digital
computer we let

It is now possible to determine the total respon.~
at a particular fixed point in the road as a fiuctuat-

Sj == J!:.6 and So:= NoLle

eo

(16)

(l7l

rug load p(x,y,tl moves by at steady speed.

Eq. 15 then becomes
p(x,y,t} maybe divided into a series of impulses in
time of duration d't and magnitude p(x.y.t)dt, Consider the response at time t at a point A which is
at rest at position Q from the :statlonruy origin
(Figure 1), An impulse of magnttude p(x,y;t)dt,
applied at time t contributes an amount
h

<.r <t). t -

'1:) P (x,y,t) dt;. where r (t)

:=

Q - V~

No

$(Q.t) .. l1e

h Q: (t + &t), t - 1: - &t) P (x.y,t + St)dt

«g.

The total :response
t) at time t will be the sum
of all such contributions up to time t.
$(Q.t) =

t

h

<.r ('t).t -

{l4}

't) P (x,y,'t)dt

(18)

For n applied loads moving at the same velocity (eg
a n-axled vehicle) the principle of superposition
can be used and this result can be extended to

to the response at time 1. A short time at later the
load will have moved a distance Welr (t + m:) and
the contribution to the response at point A at titme
t will be

}2 h <r (t) + WJf.SJ) P (x.Y,t - (M
J=O

it

4>(e.t) =

Ne

AeL L hQ:t+ V9lf,0j) Pt (x,y,t- 9J)

(19)

(=1)",1

Note that calculation of the impulse :responses (13)
need be perfonned once only for each (y.z). The
impulse responses may subsequently be used to
calculate the response of the system to any moving
loads. Any responses ofthe model (displacements.
velOCities. strainS. stresses, etc,} may be calculated in this way from the appropliate transfer
functions.

-00

An alternative version of (14) is obtained by putting
9=t-'t

SIMPLE BE.A.M MODEL

A two dimensional Eu1er beam supported by a

damped. elastic (W:lnkler) foundation was used in
t...'1is study to model road surface response (Figure 2). Although the model is slightly unrealistic.
the methods developed here may be extended to
substantially more complex road models in future.
The calculation is intended to be a sample only.
with the objective of establishing the expected
trends in road damage. The equation of motion of
the model, the parameter values and the method
of solution are deSCribed in (1).

1
A measuring
point

filled 0
origin

3.2

1

Vt

Notation for calculation of the t@ta1 response
of the rood mooel at "measuring'! pomt A.
The load p(t) moves along the 1 Ws

at steady speed V

Tw@ dimensional roa.dway model

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2
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Figure 3 shows the dlsplacement transfer functions I H(x. 00) ! at a number of stations along the
beam. The corresponding impulse responses, calculated according to Equ, 13 are shown in Figure
4. For the criteria descr!bed in section 2.4.3 and
2.4.4 it is necessary to compute impulse responses
for the extreme fibre direct strain in the beam and
the subgrade compressive stress.

4.

SIMULATION OF DYNAMIC
AXLE LOADS

4.1

VEmCLE MODEL

It was desired to simulate, as realistically as possible in the time domain, dynamic wheel forces
suitable for analysis using the road damage
criteria discussed previously. In view of the importance of assumptions regarding suspension spring
characteristics (1,12) it was considered necessary
to use nonlinear models.
A six-degrees-of-freedom. two dimensional math-

ematical model of a linked tandem-axle semitrailer was developed (see Figure 5). Important
features of the model are:

Tyres:
(i)

Linear springs in parallel with Jight viscous
dampers

(it}

Simple contact patch averaging for envelopment of short wavelength road roughness

(ill)

Departure of wheels from the road surface

(i)

Four-leaf suspension system with nonlmear
leaf spring elements connected by a "massless" load leveller

(it)

Frictiopjess load leveller pivot

(ill)

Sprung mass modelled by a rigid 11 tonne
mass (1/2 vehicle only).

The equations of motion and numerical data for
the vehicle model are provided in (l). The equations of motion were solved in the time domain by
numerical integration according to the validated
methods deSCribed in (1.52).
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4.2

4.S

Inputs to the vehicle model were the profiles of two
typical random roads and a 12 mm step. The
random road profiles had "good" and "very good"
roughness spectral densities according to the twoindex classification in (53). These will be known
hereafter as profiles 1 3.A"1d 2 respectiVely.

Prior to the nonlinear time domain study. the
mathematical vehicle model was lLTlearised by
replacing the nonltnear suspension and tyre elements with equivalent linear springs and dashpots

The one-dimensional inverse FFT method
described in (1,54) was used to generate stationaxy. Gaussian random sequences with the deSired
spectral densities.

NATURAL MODES OF THE
LlNEA.RISED VEHICLE MODEL

(1,52).

The method described in (1) was used to determine
the natural frequencies, damping ratios and mode
shapes. Table 1 descrtbes the natural modes in the
frequency range affecting the tyre forces. Two of
the important mode shapes are sketched in Figure 6.

Zs

•
F

1?,

5.

SAMPLE RESULTS

Time histories of the tyre forces generated by the
trailer suspension model were calculated at a
number of speeds (between 5 ml sand 40 ml s) on
the three road profiles deSCribed in section 4.2.
Each of the four criteria was used to evaluate the
road damage at equally spaced stations along the
wheel path. The station spacing was L'1x: = V1100
m for the random profile tests and!J:x =V/300 m
for the step inputs (V =vehicle speed ml s).
F

~.

Tandem we trailer suspension model
FIGURE 5

The magnitude of the Elgenvector has been drawn with the
sign of the real part of each coordinate response. The phase
of each coordinate is indicated by $

Natural modes of the "four-leaf' trailer
suspension model
FIGURES

5.1

AGGREGATE FORCE CRITERION

The aggregate forces {F'k} were calculated according to (1) . The distribution of these forces for the
vehicle traversing road profile No. 1 at a speed of
30 m/ s is shown in Figure 7(a}. The theoretical
Gaussian ''bell-shaped'' curve with the same mean
and standard deviation as the measured data is
also shown. The aggregate forces match the normal distribution accurately. This is conftrmed by

Table 1 -

Natural modes of the linearised
vehicle model

Frequency

Damping

(Hz)(l)

ratio(2}

Description of mode

18.0

0.28

Axles bouncing in phase. sprung
mass stationary

9.8

0.10

Axles bouncing in antiphase. load
leveller pitch.

2.3

0.03

Sprung mass and axles bouncing
in phase.

Note for Eigenvalue A. = -a. ± fro
(1) The natural frequency is defined by 00" = ;/002

+ (J.;/.

(2) The damping ratio is defined by ~ = (J./~
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the probability paper plot (Figure 7(b)) where the
expenmental results closely follow the theoretical
straight line for Gaussian data.

T'ne peak values for the step response tests do not
occur at the same speeds as for the random tests.
This may be attributed to two factors:

In accordance with section 2.5 the cumulative
probability distribution was used to calculate the
95th. 98th and 99th percentile aggregate force
levels as a functiOn of vehicle speed [Figure 8),
Small peaks in each curve can be seen at speeds
of 9 m/sand 27 m/ s. At these speeds. both
unsprung masses reach maximum force levels ID
their 9.8 Hz antiphase bounce cycle (see Table l)
at the same locations on the road surface I, In
Figure 9. the aggregate forces for all three road
proffies (Proffies 1 and 2. and 12 r.nm step) have
been normalised by the gross vehicle weight. For
the random profiles the 95th. 98th and 99th percentile aggregate forces are plotted. whereas for
the step input tests, the largest peak value is
plotted SIDce it is considerably greater than the
second largest peak (see Figure 10).

(i)

The dynamic response of the vehicle largely
depends on the time interval between each
tyre encountering the step. At some speeds
the vehicle response will "tune in" to the
frequency associated with this time interval.

(il)

The aggregate force at a point depends on
each axle load that passes by. As a result. the
maximum aggregate force will not necessarily
occur at the same location as the maximum
force generated by either axle. especially in
transient input tests.

For this vehicle the combined effects of these
factors results in the maximum aggregate force
occumng apprOximately 1.5 m downstream of the
step for speeds less than 22.5 mts and on the edge
of the step for V ~ 22.5 m/s (Figures 9 and 10).
Other factors that complicate the prediction of
"critical" speeds in the step response tests are the
damping and nonlineartty of the tyres and the
nonlinearity of the leaf springs.

Within the :range of highway speeds. some points
along the road may be subjected to aggregate
forces up to 50% greater than the gross vehicle
weight, depending on the roughness of the surface
and the speed of the vehicles.
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At 21 m/s, the antiphase bounce mode undergoes 1/2 oflts 9.8 Hz cycle while travelling one
wheelbase length (l.4 m). At 9 m/sf 1.4 m Is travelled in 1.5 cycles.

1$.2

FATIGUE WEIGHTED
STRESS CRITERION

The fatigue weighted stress criterion [section
2,4.2) was used to dete:nnme the proportion of the
service me used at the same pOints along the road
as discussed in the previous paragraph, The distribution of fatigue life usage for the vehicle traveUmg on road profile 1 at 30 m/ S is shown in
Figure 1 L The fatigue law (2) skews the distribution so that it is no longer Gaussian,
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Figure 12 shows the upper pe:rcenttle levels of
fatigue life use for tests on the two random. road
profiles and the largest peak value for the step
response tests. In this graph, the computed fatigue
life usage has been normalised by the fatigue

damage (life usage) incurred at a point during the
passage of a slowly mOving (non-dynamic) vehicle.

Depending on the percentage of the road surface
area conSidered in the analysis (the percentile
level). the ratio of "dynamic" to "non-dynamic"
fatigue damage may be in the range of 2-7 for
nonnal highway conditions of speed and rough~
ness. In other words, if (3} was a realistic damage
criterion, a road designed with (3) using the stat:l.c
axle loads may be expected to fall in 1/2 - 1/7 of
its design life, depending on the surface roughness
and traffic conditions 1•
5.S

TENSILE STRAIN

FATIGUE CRITERION
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The maximum tensile strain in the roadway beam
model was calculated at stations spaced at 150
mm. intervals along the road, using the methods
described in section 3. Strain time histories at
each station along the road were determined (Fig-
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This does not account for the expected increase in dynamic wheel loads as the road surface profile
degrades with incurred damage.

ure 13), and (5) was used to calculate the damage
accumulation at each station. The probability distribution of this quantity is shown in Figure 14.
Note the skewing of the distribution shr.i1ar to that
for the fatigue weighted stress criterion (Figure 9).
The upper percentile levels (random profile tests)
and largest peak values (step Input tests) of the
fatigue life usage have been normalised by the
t •
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•

I ' •
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~

•

"non-dynamic" fatigue damage and plotted in Figure 15. This figure is similar to Figure 12 except
that the accumulated damage levels decrease for
speeds above 25 m! s (random profile tests] .
This Is the result of two conflicting factors:
(i)

The dyIlfu-mc force levels increase with speed
in this frequency range (see Figure 9).

(il)

The deflections of the road beam (and hence
longitudinal strains) decrease with the speed
of the load (see Figure 16). This phenomenon
is known as the "speed effect" (23,49,55) and
is discussed in more detailtn (l).
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In this example, factor (tl) outweighs (1) and the net
road damage accumulation decreases slightly With
vehicle speed above 25 rn/ s. This is not the case
for the step input tests where the dynamic force
increase outweighs the effect of the road model
response.
TYPical values of the raUo of dynamic to "nondynamic" fatigue life use vary between 2 and 7 for
typical conditions of highway roughness and
speed.
PERMA.l'fENT DEFORMATION
CRITERION'

I ' •

I

,

Typical values of the dynamic pennanent deformation are up to 60% greater than the "non-dynamic"
values for typical conditions of highway roughness
and speed.

6.

The direct stress in the subgrade was calculated
using the procedure described in section 3. The
incremental permanent deformation was calcu1ated at stations along the road using (8}. The
probability distribution is shown in Figure 17(a)
and probability paper plot is shown m Figure 17(b)
(30 m/s, Profile No. 1). The distribution is approximately Gaussian since the exponent in (7) is
close to unity. The upper percentile levels (random
tests) and largest peak values (step response tests)
are shown in Figure 18. The values have been
normalised by the "non-dynamic" permanent
deformation. The results are similar to those obtained from the aggregate force calculation (Figi

ure S} except for the increasing gradient at speeds
greater than 25 rn! s. This can be attributed to the
speed and frequency dependence of the subgrnde
stress. The ordinates of Figure 18 are similar to
those of Figure 9 since in (7}. As a result, the
permanent deformation at a point is closely related
to the aggregate force.

(i)

CONCLUSIONS
No suitable criteria were found in the literature for assessing dynamiC wheel forces in

terms of road surface damage.
(il)

Four mad-darnage-related wheel load criteria
were developed. They consider the damage
incurred at particular pOints along the road
and must be evaluated from time histories of
the forces generated by all axles of a vehicle.
Two of the crtteria require a mathematical
model of transient roadway response. A
method for calculating the time domain
response of a linear roadway model (for which
harmonic responses are known) to any number of moving random loads was described.

I

(ill) For vehicles operating on stationary random

50
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Normalised pemument deformation
mcrements due to the passage of the
vehicle model over the three road profiles
(see legend Fig, S}
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road surfaces typical of highways, road
damage generally mcreases steadily with
speed. Furthermore, there exist certain
speeds at which pitch coupling between axles
results in a Significant increase in the
damage incurred at particular points along
the road. For the vehicle examined in this
study, this coupling is provided by lightly
damped pitching of the load levelling arrangement and the "critical" speeds were found
to be approximately 9 m/s and 27 m/so On
smooth roads at high speeds the increase in
dynamic wheel loads with speed 1s outweighed by the decrease in road surface
response. The net effect is a reduction in road
damage for speeds greater thai'1. 30 m./ s.
(iv) The dynamic component of wheel forces may
reduce sigrJficantly the service lives of road
surfaces which are prone to fatigue failure. In
particular the damage done to approximately
five percent of the road surface during the
passage of a vehicle at typical highway speeds
may be increased by as much as a factor of

four. When excessive permanent deformation
is the most common mode of road surface

failure. the service lives of roads may be
reduced by at least 40% due to the dyna..~c
component of the axle loads.
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